
The Zomo Flightcase P-DDJ-FLX10 Plus NSE is custom-made for

the Pioneer DJ DDJ-FLX10 DJ controller and comes equipped with

great features. The P-DDJ-FLX10 Plus NSE adds an additional flight

case to the product lineup of the popular NSE (Night Style Edition)

 by Zomo. This product has been manufactured to easily withstand the

rough touring life and impresses with its extremely sturdy quality.

Thanks to the extra wide and black painted aluminum profiles as well

as the extra massive ball corners, the Zomo Flightcase offers very

high durability. To prevent the controller from sliding back and forth,

the DDJ-FLX10 Equipment Case is equipped with a sturdy internal

padding that securely protects the equipment from shocks,

scratches, or other negative impacts and holds the controller

securely in place.

With its massive, laminated 9mm plywood, the equipment case is

particularly resistant to shocks and scratches. To protect your

sensitive DJ equipment during tough touring use, the Zomo

Equipment Flightcases are definitely tour-ready.

The front strip can be quickly and easily removed, providing access to

the controller's connections even when your gear is still in the case.

We recommend the Zomo Ergonomics Adapter EA-1 as a separate

accessory to safely connect your DJ headphones to the mixer.

In terms of design, the Pioneer DJ Equipment Case is also highly impressive. The elegant design in black NSE (Night Style Edition) is

very stylish and definitely an eye-catcher. High-quality butterfly latches securely hold the cover in place and allow for easy opening

and closing. For increased theft protection, all NSE Flightcases can be optionally secured with a padlock.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

High-quality flightcase designed for the Pioneer DJ DDJ-FLX10 controller

Protects the device from damage, scratches, or negative influences

Professional build quality for high demands

Extra sturdy construction

Classic design in the dark black NSE finish

Notebook tray for laptops up to 17 inches

Removable front panel - controller can stay in the flightcase

Securely padded interior for optimal support

Convenient ball corners for reliable shock and vibration protection

High-quality butterfly latches for quick closing

Convenient handles for easy transportation

Detachable lid

SPECIFICATIONS

Exterior material 9mm plywood

Color Black (NSE)

Exterior dimensions 804 (width) x 525 (depth) x 209 (height) mm

Compatible devices 1x Pioneer DJ DDJ-FLX10
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